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1. "Investment banking is a special segment of banking operation that helps individual or
organizations raise capital and provide financial consultancy services to them. They act

intermediaries between security issuers and investors and help new firms to go public." In light ofthi

statement, discuss the essential functions of Investment Banks in India.

10 Marks

2. "Uday Kotak recently reiterated the need for hostile takeovers as a credible tool to spur the market

for corporate control in India, and provide a persuasive alternative to minority shareholders by shaking

up the cozy promoter-management nexus out of its comfort zone in sub-optimally managed, publicly

listed entities. This is a view that I've voiced often." Comment upon the statement. Also elucidate the

various takeover defence tactics a target firm may employ to foil a takeover bid.

10 Marks

3. "Choosing the best structure for a merger or acquisition is critical to the deal's success for both

parties. These transactions are, after all, usually quite complex, and one type of structure may favor

one party more than the other." Discuss the statement by highlighting the differences between

straight, forward triangular and reverse triangular mergers with the help of illustration.

5 Marks

4. LIe bails out Rs42-bil1ion Hindustan Aeronautics IPa

Life Insurance Corporation of India (Lie) has saved the day for the Rs42-billion initial public offering

(lPO) by Hindustan Aeronautics (HAL). The country's largest defence public sector undertaking's share

sale was subscribed 98 per cent, the bare minimum required forthe issue to go through. The IPOwould

have failed to reach even the half-way subscription mark if not for a last-minute bid by the state-owned

insurance giant. Lie's Rs 30-billion bid helped HAL reach the minimum 10 per cent dilution threshold

required for listing, sources said.



The Centre was planning to divr st JO.2 per cent shareholding in IIAlllliough 111(' IPO. Due t ) III('

demand shortfall, it will end up diluting slightly less. The government will r;)i~e I und Hs 40 b "11(i11

from the IPO ifthe issue is priced at the lower end of the Rs J.,2J.5-J.,LtlOhand. III -11)0 did'not rec.clvr-

a single bid from foreign institutional investors (Fils). Despite the large issue i/e, the HAL IPO Wil"

handled by just two investment banks, SBI Caps and Axis Capital.

Business Standard had earlier reported about Goldman Sachs and Bar I y dropping out of the pro (.: <

due to issues over fees and a three-year delay in the IPO. Typically, an IPO of this size is handied iJY. I

least four or six bankers, who tap into their client base to generate demand. "Last year, when thl'

government revived the HAL !PO plan, it decided to continue with investment bankers who 'W( r

already appointed, instead of awarding a fresh mandate. This was even afte r two banks decid d 10

walk out.

Probably the decision was driven by the fact that it was a zero-fee mandate," an industry player ld.

Market players said the tepid response to the HAL issue was due to poor lllarket conditions and 'VII ak

investor sentiment towards PSUstocks. Also, the dismal performance of recentlv listed PSUs, includin

New India Assurance and GIC Re, weighed on investor sentiment.

The offering saw only Rs 1.3 billion worth of bids from mutual funds. The portion for high net worth

individuals (HNls) was subscribed 3.5 per cent. The retail investor portion was subscribed 36 per cent,

despite the Centre offering a discount of Rs 25 per share on the allotment price. HAL's IPa is part of

the government's 2017-18 disinvestment programme. last week, the Rs 9.6-billion IPO of state-run

Bharat Dynamics, too, faced a lukewarm response. This trend could be a cause for concern for the

government, which will launch the Rs4.4-billion IPO for Mishra Dhatu Nigam on Wednesday.

a. Discuss the possible causes of low subscription of the HAllPO and its probable effect on basis of

allotment.

8 Marks

b. Discuss the role of lead managers in marketing the issue and ensuring its success. Based on the

case facts what more could lead managers have done to get oversubscription?

7 Marks


